Crown Products Are Good As Gold.
Successful contractors and installers understand that Crown Polymers “Green” products can help improve their bottom line.

Long before the need was widely recognized, Crown’s polymer scientists foresaw the demand for environmentally sensitive building materials and began producing zero VOC/HAP products. In today’s competitive marketplace, savvy installers know that by using Crown Polymers products they can reduce time spent on the job site, lower labor costs and substantially increasing overall profitability on every project.

Crown has become the industry leader by offering innovative products, expert technical back-up and the finest customer service in the business. As a result, an increasing number of architects, contractors and installers are turning to Crown for the industry’s most expansive line of decorative and industrial floor overlays. Today, Crown’s polymer scientists are creating new and improved standards that are sure to have an industry-wide impact.

In addition, Crown’s Polymer College provides a level of marketing & sales support and hands-on technical training that is unmatched in the industry. If you are interested in learning more about how to maximize your profitability, talk to the experts at Crown Polymers today.

Learn how to sell and install these unique systems at our Polymer College. Call Today!

See CrownCove In Action!
View demonstrations of our vastly improved precast cove system at The World of Concrete, booth S14327
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